
14 November 2022 

 

Bakkafrost is Dead in the Water in Scotland! 

 

- A FOI disclosure by the Scottish Government (11 November 2022) exposes the public 

health dangers of an “explosive” feed barge which leaked toxic Hydrogen Sulphide gases 

off Portree (the barge is ‘expected’ to be salvaged this month & towed to Kishorn – almost 

a year since it sank on 26 November 2021 – otherwise Bakkafrost will require a licence) [1] 

 

- “Should the barge explode mitigations are in place to protect public health,” wrote 

Marine Scotland in August 2022 before offering up Portree High School as a rest centre 

“should the gas come to shore” and Highland Council offices as an ‘emergency response 

centre’. “Public health will advise that people close windows and doors as well to protect 

themselves should the gas reach shore” 

 

 
 

- Bakkafrost (called The Scottish Salmon Company until June 2022) has left the barge to 

rot on the seabed for nearly a year (it sank during Storm Arwen on 26 November 2021 with 

only a brief report – naming the company but not the exact location – in The Oban Times).  

Instead of pumping out the feed as a safer salvage option – described as “extremely 

expensive - Bakkafrost continued to farm at Portree until June 2022 rather than harvesting 

out immediately (fish at Portree Outer salmon farm were moved off site in January 2022) 
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- FOI disclosure by SEPA in November 2022 revealed that a marine chemist found 

Hydrogen Sulphide “concentrations of 55,000 ppm which puts the gas into explosive range” 

(as detailed in a September 2022 report by salvage experts Marine Masters – an updated 

version of the report was circulated by Bakkafrost to SEPA, Fire Scotland, NHS Scotland, 

Police Scotland and other government agencies on 6 September 2022) 

 

 
 

- Bakkafrost and salvage experts Briggs Marine (who left in August 2022) are “involved in 

legal proceedings” states letter from Scottish Government dated 8 November 2022 [2] 

- “The reason for our departure was due to a commercial dispute regarding payment” 

stated Briggs Marine in an email to $camon $cotland dated 8 November 2022 [3] 

 

- “It is expected that the barge will be lifted to the surface during November 2022” said the 

Maritime & Coastguard Agency in a FOI reply to $camon $cotland on 1 November 2022.  

“The MCA and other environmental stakeholders will continue to monitor the operation 

until its full completion. The owners of the barge, Bakkafrost, continue to lead the recovery 

operation, with assistance and engagement from all other stakeholders as appropriate. The 

Secretary of State’s Representative for Maritime Salvage & Intervention has been engaged 

in the process from the outset and is also monitoring the recovery operation” 

 

- “Our feed barge at Portree sunk last night” stated Bakkafrost on 27 November 2021 in an 

email to HM Coastguard “The barge appears to have gone straight down to the seabed and 

is still within its mooring area.  There should be no danger to other boats providing they 

stay out with our mooring area” 
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- “The barge reportedly sank on its moorings, and has impacted the seabed substrate 

(reportedly sand/mud) at an angle and is submerged approx. 800mm,” wrote HM 

Coastguard in December 2021.  “The following images give you an indication of what the 

barge looked like before it sank – construction is largely concrete” 
 

 
 

- FOI disclosure by the Scottish Government reveals a licence is required if the sunken 

barge is not lifted up before the end of November 2022 (i.e. within a year of the sinking). “I 

can confirm that no licence will be required for recovery works if carried within 1 year” 

wrote Marine Scotland in an email in January 2022  “We do recommend issuing a Notice to 

Mariners to inform other users that the works will be carried out” 

 

- Bakkafrost avoided the “extremely expensive” salvage option of removing the feed prior 

to lifting which would have “ensured minimal chance of large nutrient dump and 

eutrophication issues” stated an email from HM Coastguard in January 2022  

 

“Three options which are being discussed and prepared for tender” wrote HM Coastguard 

in December 2021 “Option 1 to stop any further feed oil being released, mobilise the plan to 

lift the barge as soon as practicable (fish stock welfare needs to be considered); Option 2 

monitor and plan to remove the barge in March/April if possible; Option 3 plan the 

removal of the feed, look to recover the barge in March/April. Current preference of 
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Scottish Salmon [Bakkafrost] would be to seal the barge as planned then lift the barge out 

of the water and take it to a facility to have the barge assessed and waste feed etc removed 

to reduce the risks associated with onsite removal” 

 

- “All the info for the recovery tender has been passed to our insurers salvage expert and is 

being sent out to multiple companies” stated Bakkafrost in December 2021 “Once we have 

these plans and costs back I will fill you in on the chosen method and company”  

 

- “In terms of the feed, I had a quick chat with [redacted] and I believe there have been 

issues in past incidents where the feed has become solidified and much more difficult to 

deal with following water ingress however I assume this has been considered by the 

operator in deciding to leave it in situ?” wrote Marine Scotland’s ‘Spill Response Team in 

December 2021  “Have we seen any plans or considerations with regards to this?”  

 

- “I take it when the feed breaks down if there is any leakage of marine oils from the feed 

this would constitute pollution and we are required by an enforcing authority to contain 

and remove the contamination?” wrote Bakkafrost in an email to HM Coastguard in 

December 2021  “Feel free to call me if required. The feed has started to show signs of 

breaking down and I have arranged for an environmental response vessel to mitigate any 

leaks before we seal the barge. But the cost is significant and we are just checking with our 

insurance see below email from them. I know this is probably a daft question sorry” 

 

- Bakkafrost’s insurance company (AON in Glasgow) wrote in an email in December 2021: 

“Assuming the PL policy is the right home noting loss circumstances the policy defines 

clean up as; means the cost of Remediation incurred by the Insured (or for which it is 

legally liable) as required by any Enforcing Authority but shall not include the costs of 

achieving any improvement or alteration in the condition of the land the atmosphere or any 

watercourse or body of water beyond that required under any relevant and applicable law 

or statutory enactment at the time Remediation commences It shall include the costs 

reasonably and necessarily incurred by the Insured or for which it is legally liable to curtail 

or minimise Pollution or Contamination once it has occurred to prevent further harm 

being caused but only to the extent required by any Enforcing Authority I would 

emphasise required by and therefore your ability to evidence this point”  

 

- In May 2018, Grieg Seafood reported financial losses of close to £1 million – “after an 

assumed insurance settlement” - due to raising a sunken feed barge on the Isle of Skye (the 

feed barge sank in 2017 but was not raised by Ocean Kinestics until late 2021) 

- In January 2019, a Gael Force feed barge sank at Mowi’s salmon farm near Lochboisdale  

 

- HM Coastguard stated in an email in December 2021: “350 tonnes of feed onboard will be 

sealed into the silos and dealt with at a later time when the barge is lifted (salvors are being 

consulted at this time) – which is likely to be March 2022 when cages will be fallow.  Given 

the depth and tidal flows in the area any leeching of nutrients is likely to be distributed 

over a relatively wide area in very small quantities” 
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“We have seen some early signs of feed oils reaching the surface and also identified seepage 

from 1 silo which we believe is the source” stated an email in December 2021 (name & 

affiliation redacted) 

 

“See below photos of the release” wrote HM Coastguard in December 2021  “On the first 

picture you can see the release coming from the feed silo and in the second faintly. This 

appears to be coming from one feed silo only at present” 

 

 
 

“There is a cockle bed 2.3km [redacted] from the sunken vessel, so I have sent an email just 

for info to Highland Council’s Environmental health team just in case anything develops” 

stated an email from Food Standards Scotland in December 2021  

 

- “The incident is inside the Inner Hebrides and the Minches SAC (for harbour porpoise) 

and there are a few PMF records in the area but we are not too concerned at the moment 

given the vessel is intact” wrote Nature Scotland in November 2021 “Please keep us 

informed re salvage” 
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- “Briggs Marine are looking at a method of removing the feed from the barge and those 

plans are ongoing” stated an email in December 2021 (name & affiliation redacted). “We 

are seeing signs that the feed is starting to degrade hence the urgency to get the vessel to 

site to start sealing the barge” 

 

- “We have appointed Briggs Marine as our contractor for the recovery of our barge at 

Portree” reported Bakkafrost in an email to various government agencies in May 2022  

“We would like to take you through the plans for recovery. The recovery at this time is 

looking like mid to late July”  

 

- “As you are aware, from our ongoing correspondence with you, we have been carrying 

out lifting and fish feed removal works on the sunken feed barge at Portree” wrote 

Bakkafrost in an email to various government agencies (including Highland Council and 

the Crown Estate) on 5 August 2022 “As previously advised and predicted we have 

readings and samples, from our contractor, that suggest that the feed remaining and sealed 

in the barge, has begun to naturally decompose and is producing gas. Our investigations to 

date would suggest that the gas is Hydrogen Sulphide. There also appears to be a small 

leakage of gas through the concrete wall of a feed silo. As a result of those investigations 

and to ensure that the issue is dealt with swiftly, we have taken the safety precaution of 

pausing operations, while our contractor and specialist advisors assess and determine the 

appropriate technical and safe operational solutions. Our advisors are making use of 

various risk management/guidance materials, including the internationally recognised 

‘2020 Emergency Response Guidebook’. Given the nature and the scale of works 

undertaken to prepare for the recovery operation, we have put an exclusion zone in place 

and a Notice to Mariners has been issued for the site on that basis. We will now extend the 

active time period for the Notice to Mariners” 
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This graphic (published by Marine Masters in September 2022) shows how close the 

“explosive” operation is to Portree (the capital of the Isle of Skye with a population of 2,000 

– but with many more in Summer with tourists including cruise ships like The World 

which docked in Portree on 24 August 2022):    

 

 
 

- A Facebook post by the Isle of Skye Pipe Bank on 24 August 2022 shows ‘The World’ 

cruise ship moored off Portree close to the “explosive” barge with the Isle of Skye Pipe 

Band still playing for residents despite the explosion risk close by: 
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- “It’s disappointing to note you have not included the Harbour Authority in your 

communications or consulted with us on the proposed exclusion zone” wrote Highland 

Council’s Harbour HQ in an email to Bakkafrost on 9 August 2022.  “Please provide us 

with a copy of your NoM and advise what impacts your works will have on other 

operations in the harbor” 

 

- “We have had a dive team onsite today to carry out some works to prepare for the venting 

of the barge; sample readings were taken by our specialist contractor during this 

operation, which have registered high levels of H2S within one of the sealed silos (55,000 

ppm) and low levels on the site (2 ppm), due to the small amount being released at present” 

wrote Bakkafrost in an email to various government agencies (including Fire Scotand) on 

12 August 2022 “The team are working on a solution to introduce an inert gas during the 

venting portion of the operation to reduce risk. We are working to carry out this operation 

out as soon as possible given this latest information. Given the nature and the scale of 

works needing to be undertaken to prepare for the recovery operation, we will put an 

exclusion zone in place and a Notice to Mariners will be issued advising of this, we hope to 

have this updated today with assistance from the Harbour Master” 
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- “I just wanted to check with you that the local emergency services, namely fire and rescue 

for their HAZMAT expertise, and the local authority are actually aware of this newly 

identified issue, and they understand what it means” wrote the Maritime & Coastguard 

Agency in an email to Bakkafrost on 12 August 2022 “Whilst these email updates are 

valuable and helpful, unless you have a positive response back, it’s not possible to confirm 

who has read (and understood) them, and what action has been taken to mitigate any risks. 

If you could attempt to speak to the local representatives (fire and authority) to ensure they 

are in receipt of this information and understand it, that would be appreciated. You 

mentioned there is a local footpath not too far from site, which could be impacted, but was 

unsure what measures the Local Authority had put in place to deal with this. You also 

mentioned that cruise liners do transit near the area (although not expected until late next 

week), but you advised the HM is aware of this and will give notice to any cruise liners 

coming in to give the area a wide berth” 
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- “I have tried to call a few numbers today to speak to people regarding our notification on 

Friday at the bottom of this email, I have not managed to get through to the right people or 

no answer from the phone lines” wrote Bakkafrost in an email to various government 

stakeholders on 13 August 2022 “I will try to get in touch on Monday. In the meantime can 

you confirm that you have read and fully understood the implications of the notification on 

Friday by replying to this email. Please feel free to get in touch as always. I have tried to 

contact the council resilience team unsuccessfully, but found an email address which I have 

included on this email” 

 

- An email from Highland Council’s Harbour HQ to Bakkafrost and other stakeholders 

including Fire Scotland on 15 August 2022 asked for a “risk assessment so that we may 

understand the nature of the hazard and the subsequent risks, fire, explosion, toxicity, etc”:  

 

 
 

 
 

-An email dated 16 August 2022 from Bakkafrost to various government stakeholders 

including Fire Scotland, Police Scotland, NHS Scotland, Highland Council, the Scottish 

Government, Crown Estate Scotland, the Northern Lighthouse Board and the Maritime & 

Coastguard Agency attached a RAMS [Risk Assessment Method Statement] from Briggs 

Marine on the venting of the feed barge which included ‘emergency procedures’ and a Risk 

Assessment from Bakkafrost’s ‘expert’ [named redacted] 
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[Note that ‘Vinarliga’ is not the name of the Bakkafrost employee sending but it means ‘Best 

Regards/Thanks’ in Faroese – Bakkafrost is based in the Faroe Islands]    
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- Sadly, neither the RAMS from Briggs Marine nor the Risk Assessment from Bakkafrost’s 

‘expert’ were disclosed by the Scottish Government via FOI on 11 November 2022.  “A 

further exception under regulation 10(5)(b) of the EIRs (substantial prejudice to course of 

justice) applies to a limited amount of the information you have requested because the 

information was produced by a company (Briggs Marine Limited) contracted by 

Bakkafrost Scotland Ltd to salvage the feed barge” wrote the Scottish Government in a 

letter to $camon $cotland dated 8 November 2022  “This company is currently involved in 

legal proceedings with Bakkafrost Scotland Ltd. To release the documents is likely to 

substantially prejudice this legal action, even though the information is considered to be 

within scope of the EIR enquiry.This exception is subject to the ‘public interest test’. 

Therefore, taking account of all the circumstances of this case, we have considered if the 

public interest in disclosing the information outweighs the public interest in applying the 

exception. We have found that, on balance, the public interest lies in favour of upholding 

the exception. We recognise that there is a public interest in disclosing information as part 

of open, transparent and accountable government, and to inform public debate. However, 

this is outweighed by the strong public interest in allowing the courts space to make 

judgements and not release information that would prejudice this process” 

 

 
 

- “There were some discussions in terms of worst case scenario” wrote Marine Scotland in 

an email dated 25 August 2022 “Should the barge explode mitigations are in place to 

protect public health. Rest centre for those inside sectors that could be impacted should the 

gas come to shore will be set up at Portree High school. The council offices would be used 

for emergency response centre. Public health will advise that people close windows and 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-response-202200321470.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-response-202200321470.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf


doors as well to protect themselves should the gas reach shore. There was no mention of 

potential environmental impacts for this scenario” 

 

 
 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://depths.energy/en/environment-of-the-black-sea/


- Despite known safety concerns and discussions of emergency responses “should the barge 

explode” no public warnings were issued by Bakkafrost, Fire Scotland, Police Scotland or 

any other government agency (Highland Council actually issued a ‘message of reassurance’ 

on 2 September 2022 to allay concerns expressed by Portree residents).  Life in Portree 

continued as normal as tourists poured into town and children played in the harbour and 

walked along the coastal path blissfully unaware of the explosion risk – with the RNLI in 

Portree going ahead with a family fun day on 27 August 2022 featuring Stormy: 

 

 
 

As tourists looked on laughing (still not notified of the explosion risk) lifeboats entertained  

in Portree harbour:  

 

 

https://www.highland.gov.uk/news/article/14781/statement_on_behalf_of_the_highlands_and_islands_resilience_partnership_%E2%80%93_portree_barge_incident
https://www.highland.gov.uk/news/article/14781/statement_on_behalf_of_the_highlands_and_islands_resilience_partnership_%E2%80%93_portree_barge_incident
https://www.facebook.com/Lifeboat-Fundraisers-Skye-and-Raasay-147294718651870/photos/pcb.5316487885065835/5316487568399200/
https://www.facebook.com/Lifeboat-Fundraisers-Skye-and-Raasay-147294718651870/photos/pcb.5316487885065835/5316487568399200/
https://www.facebook.com/100064299505552/videos/811928166493009
https://www.facebook.com/100064299505552/videos/811928166493009
https://www.facebook.com/Lifeboat-Fundraisers-Skye-and-Raasay-147294718651870/photos/pcb.5316487885065835/5316487568399200/
https://www.facebook.com/100064299505552/videos/811928166493009


The show must go on (still with radio silence)..… 

 

 
 

…no need to worry the tourists at the height on August bank holiday weekend! 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=5530429507016813&set=pcb.5530432400349857


$camon $cotland would like to know why politicians and local councilors downplayed the 

“explosion” risks and why warnings were not issued to the general public (especially when 

Portree was “bursting at the seams” with tourists)? 

 

 
 

Did the government agencies involved in keeping the explosion risks under wraps think  

the general public could not handle the truth about the ‘emergency response’ and ‘worst 

case scenario’ (certainly not when Skye’s tourist season was in full swing)?   

 

 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/skye-mp-slams-damaging-crowding-claims-2g28hsz8g
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/skye-mp-slams-damaging-crowding-claims-2g28hsz8g
https://www.obantimes.co.uk/2019/05/09/skye-msp-hopeful-for-portree-harbour-progress/
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=415138004103684&set=a.251462607137892


     - “At August 26 BMC [Briggs Marine Contractors] was released of their duties and a 

different contractor was brought in to assist SSC [Scottish Salmon Company/Bakkafrost] 

with the gas purging works” reported Marine Masters via a report published in September 

2022 (obtained via FOI from SEPA in November 2022) 

 

- “Briggs Marine have pulled out of site and demobilized” reported Bakkafrost in an email 

to various stakeholders on 29 August 2022 “An official statement on this will be issued 

shortly. Rest assured the safety measures are still in place we have the patrol vessels 

continuing onsite. All the gas monitoring equipment was supplied via [redacted] so that all 

remains in place and this is still being monitored. We have engaged with a different salvage 

team and I will give more details on where we are at 3pm”  

 

- An email from Marine Scotland to Nature Scotland dated 29 August 2022 included:  

 

 
 

- An email from Marine Scotland to Marine Scotland [names redacted] dated 29 August 

2022 stated that “3 draft media statements have been prepped in case of any release etc”:  

 

 

https://www.briggsmarine.com/media/news/briggs-marine-awarded-four-year-contract-with-port-of-ramsgate/
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/email-3_salmon-feeder-barge-gas-purging_attachment.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/email-3_salmon-feeder-barge-gas-purging_attachment.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/foi-disclosure-from-sepa-on-toxic-gases-spewing-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf


- “I can confirm that my understanding was that the main concern was around public 

health based on the meeting I attended on Thursday” stated an email from Marine 

Scotland to Marine Scotland [names redacted] dated 29 August 2022 “There was no 

mention of environmental impacts even for the worst case scenario. At the meeting on 

Thursday I didn’t say anything as my understanding was that Marine Scotland were there 

for information/awareness with no advice requested” 

 

- “Over the past few weeks, there have been ongoing conversations regarding a fish farm 

barge that sunk last year” stated an email from Marine Scotland to Marine Scotland 

[names redacted] dated 28 August 2022 “Gas from the feed being stored on the barge has 

built up and so regular discussions are being held with all relevant parties to plan to reduce 

the gas and also come up with contingency plans for if the situation worsens” 

 

- A media query from BBC News on 30 August 2022 prompted discussion by Scottish 

Government officials [names redacted]:   

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf


Here is the BBC’s media query forwarded by Scottish Government staff [names redacted] 

in the morning of 30 August 2022 [note that the BBC media query cites Iain Macinnes - 

BBC Scotland’s Highlands and Islands Senior Journalist – and uses the phrase “explosive 

gases…in dangerous quantities” sourced from a Highland Council statement although the 

article published by BBC News later on 30 August 2022 does not include “explosive” or 

“dangerous” and Highland Council’s ‘explosive’ statement is not online]: 

 

 
 

- Marine Scotland’s Communications officer [name redacted] shortened the response to the 

BBC in the afternoon of 30 August 2022:  

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/iain-macinnes-47710418
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/iain-macinnes-47710418
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/articles/cjl7kkr0r12o
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/articles/cjl7kkr0r12o
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf


- The BBC’s media query and response from the Scottish Government tripped a switch 

with the office of the Cabinet Secretary for Rural Affairs and Islands later in the evening of 

30 August 2022: 

 

 
 

- Highland Council’s ‘Resilience Officer’ (Corporate Communications) emailed 

Bakkafrost, Police Scotland, NHS Scotland, SEPA and Scottish Government on 1 

September 2022 suggesting a short “message of reassurance” via Highland Council’s social 

media be issued to allay concerns from Portree residents in response to the BBC article: 

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/articles/cjl7kkr0r12o
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf


- Here is Highland Council’s ‘message of reassurance’ issued on 2 September 2022 (at a 

time when “explosive” toxic gases had been detected with contingency plans drawn up to 

use Council offices as an ‘emergency response centre’ in case of an explosion – and yet 

there was still no public warning re. the 55,000 ppm Hydrogen Sulphide reading!): 

 

 
 

 

- Highland Council’s Tweet (2 September 2022) has still not received any likes or reTweets 

(no  post can be found on Highland Council’s Facebook page or on Highland Council’s 

Instagram page): 

 

 

https://www.highland.gov.uk/news/article/14781/statement_on_behalf_of_the_highlands_and_islands_resilience_partnership_%E2%80%93_portree_barge_incident
https://twitter.com/HighlandCouncil/status/1565702899446980608
https://www.facebook.com/highlandcouncil
https://www.instagram.com/highlandcouncil/
https://www.instagram.com/highlandcouncil/
https://www.highland.gov.uk/news/article/14781/statement_on_behalf_of_the_highlands_and_islands_resilience_partnership_%E2%80%93_portree_barge_incident


- An email from the Scottish Government to the Scottish Government [names redacted] 

dated 7 September 2022 detailed how the salvaged barge “all going well” would be taken to 

Kishorn (mis-spelled Keshorn) with the “feed offloaded at the port” and how Bakkafrost 

was “aware of licensing needing renewed within 12 months” with the anticipated timeline 

of recovery of the barge given as “middle of October”:   

 

 
 

- “I’m pleased to say that the team onsite have managed to complete the hose connections 

quicker than anticipated” updated Bakkafrost to various stakeholders on 11 September 

2022 “And the Bakkanes [a delousing vessel operated owned by Bakkafrost] will move into 

venting position early this morning. After all the connections are checked and reading 

taken the venting operation will commence as long as the wind direction is favourable” 

 

- Bakkafrost emailed a statement to various stakeholders on 15 September 2022 (again 

there was no public warning or press release issued on their website): 

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://www.fishfarmingexpert.com/aquaculture-service-vessel-bakkafrost-eidesvik-shipping-as/bakkafrost-buys-supply-ship-for-scottish-salmon-treatment-operations/1171914
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf
https://www.bakkafrost.com/en/investor-relations/news/
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-eir-review-reference-202200321470---documents-for-release-with-redactions.pdf


- An officical report – ‘Salmon Feeder Barge: H2S Gas Purging’ – for Bakkafrost/The 

Scottish Salmon Company authored by Marine Masters in September 2022 (obtained via 

FOI from SEPA on 4 November 2022) included:  

 

 
 

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/email-3_salmon-feeder-barge-gas-purging_attachment.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/foi-disclosure-from-sepa-on-toxic-gases-spewing-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/foi-disclosure-from-sepa-on-toxic-gases-spewing-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/email-3_salmon-feeder-barge-gas-purging_attachment.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/email-3_salmon-feeder-barge-gas-purging_attachment.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/email-3_salmon-feeder-barge-gas-purging_attachment.pdf


 
 

 

 
 

- Despite the build-up of “explosive” and toxic Hydrogen Sulphide gases, neither 

Bakkafrost nor the relevant authorities issued a warning to the general public (a ‘Notice to 

Mariners’ advising shipping of the salvage operation was issued on 5 August 2022 but there 

is no evidence of a public warning to divers, tourists, open-water swimmers, kayakers, 

coastal path walkers, cruise ship holidaymakers and others being issued or an updated 

‘Notice to Mariners’ warning of the “explosive” gases) 

 

- $camon $cotland broke the news early on 30 August 2022 following a tip-off on 28 August 

2022 from a whistleblower in Portree who warned of “very high levels of toxic gasses 

http://whamassoc.org.uk/bundles/app/downloads/62f14a6b8b2b9_SSC_Notice%20to%20Mariners_Portree.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/08/toxic-gasses-spew-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-scotland-off-portree.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/email-3_salmon-feeder-barge-gas-purging_attachment.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/email-3_salmon-feeder-barge-gas-purging_attachment.pdf


emerging from the barge” which “lead to an exclusion zone being put in place around the 

farm because of the dangers of these gasses and there is a 24hr guard by a boat” 

 

 
 

- On 30 August 2022, BBC News reported: “Rotten egg gas leaking from fish feed barge 

wreck”; followed by The Press & Journal: “Exclusion zone set up around Skye barge 

giving off rotten eggs smell"; Fish Farming Expert: “Experts tackle lethal gas leaking from 

sunken feed barge”, Radio Skye & STV’s Evening News  

 

  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/articles/cjl7kkr0r12o
https://www.pressandjournal.co.uk/fp/news/highlands-islands/4729105/exclusion-zone-set-up-around-skye-barge-giving-off-rotten-eggs-smell/
https://twitter.com/TheGAAIA/status/1564669350040182784
https://m.facebook.com/radioskye/photos/a.812142612178883/5534696989923398/?type=3&eid=ARBb_j3N2JI_4Oxs3Qxbt4u09HJjXe79ISo7HZT0R0THk7YagMqG4YlGUzMeUw2PvSjl7aucFckUiydF
https://twitter.com/TheGAAIA/status/1564702027221024769
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/08/toxic-gasses-spew-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-scotland-off-portree.html
https://twitter.com/TheGAAIA/status/1564702027221024769
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/articles/cjl7kkr0r12o


- On 31 August 2022, The National reported: “500m exclusion zone near Portree Harbour 

in Skye as barge gives of rotten eggs smell” and Yahoo News reported: “500m exclusion 

zone set up around sunken barge giving off smell of rotten eggs”; Intrafish reported on 2 

September 2022: “Toxic gases halt salvage of sunken Bakkafrost salmon feed barge off 

Scottish coast”; Salmon Business reported on 6 September 2022: “Potentially toxic gas 

leaks from sunken salmon feed barge near Scottish coast”; and The Oban Times reported 

on 8 September 2022: “‘No risk’ from Portree sunken feed barge, say experts”  
 

 
 

- Bakkafrost’s feed barge – manufactured by Gael Force and launched in March 2019 - 

was in operation for less than 3 years before it sank on 26 November 2021   

 

- A FOI reply by the Maritime & Coastguard Agency dated 1 November 2022 gave a 

summary of the ongoing situation – with ‘specialist contractors’ completing “works to vent 

the silos” and reduce gas levels in September 2022: 

 

 

https://www.thenational.scot/news/20863487.500m-exclusion-zone-near-portree-harbour-skye-barge-gives-rotten-eggs-smell/
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/finance/news/500m-exclusion-zone-set-around-163017998.html
https://www.intrafish.com/salmon/toxic-gases-halt-salvage-of-sunken-bakkafrost-salmon-feed-barge-off-scottish-coast/2-1-1288479
https://www.intrafish.com/salmon/toxic-gases-halt-salvage-of-sunken-bakkafrost-salmon-feed-barge-off-scottish-coast/2-1-1288479
https://salmonbusiness.com/potentially-toxic-gas-leaks-from-sunken-salmon-feed-barge-near-scottish-coast/
https://www.obantimes.co.uk/2022/09/08/no-risk-from-portree-sunken-feed-barge-say-experts/
https://www.obantimes.co.uk/2022/09/08/no-risk-from-portree-sunken-feed-barge-say-experts/
https://www.fishfarmingexpert.com/feed-barge-gael-force-portree/scottish-salmon-company-launches-feed-fleet-flagship/1360567
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/toxic-salmon-barge-salvaged-this-month-off-portree-as-revealed-by-foi-disclosure-by-the-maritime-coa.html
https://vimeo.com/744283689
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/toxic-salmon-barge-salvaged-this-month-off-portree-as-revealed-by-foi-disclosure-by-the-maritime-coa.html


- A FOI reply by the Scottish Government on 20 September 2022 summarized the situation 

as follows: 

 

 
 

- Bakkafrost disclosed a 10,000 tonne farmed salmon shortfall in Scotland via their Q3 

2022 report published on 8 November 

 

- Bakkafrost's 2021 Annual Report pubished in October 2022 detailed a "deadly cocktail" 

of reduced gill health and “severe mortality”: 

 

 
 

- Bakkafrost was hailed as the ‘King of Death’ in a damning report on mass mortalities 

published by $camon $cotland in September 2022     

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-response-202200317900-1-20-september-2022.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/bakkafrosts-nightmare-gets-worse-with-10000-tonne-black-hole-in-scotland-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/bakkafrosts-nightmare-gets-worse-with-10000-tonne-black-hole-in-scotland-.html
https://bakkafrost.cdn.fo/media/3567/bakkafrost_annual_report_2021.pdf?s=qEKL1lsVi2FyLr7AMwUPwsUouH0
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/09/media-backgrounder-year-of-the-dead-salmon-cumulative-mortality-piles-ever-higher-in-scotland-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/09/media-backgrounder-year-of-the-dead-salmon-cumulative-mortality-piles-ever-higher-in-scotland-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-response-202200317900-1-20-september-2022.pdf


Data published by Salmon Scotland reveals that Bakkafrost/The Scottish Salmon Company 

continued to operate their Portree salmon farm until harvesting out in June 2022 when 30.6% 

cumulative mortality was reported.  According to data published by Salmon Scotland, 

Bakkafrost/The Scottish Salmon Company harvested out Portree Outer salmon farm in January 

2022 but the fish were “not harvested” (presumably that means the fish were moved to another 

location).   

 

Bakkafrost operate two salmon farms off Portree – the one closest to Portree harbour is named 

by Scotland’s Aquaculture database as Loch Portree (Torvaig):  

 

 
 

The other – further out into the Sound of Raasay – is named Portree Outer:  

 

 

https://www.salmonscotland.co.uk/reports
https://www.salmonscotland.co.uk/sites/default/files/2022-08/june_2022.pdf
https://www.salmonscotland.co.uk/sites/default/files/2022-08/june_2022.pdf
https://www.salmonscotland.co.uk/sites/default/files/2022-03/january_2022.pdf
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/fish_farms_monthly_biomass_and_treatment_reports_record.aspx?monthly_data_id=4692804
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/fish_farms_monthly_biomass_and_treatment_reports_record.aspx?monthly_data_id=4692804
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/fish_farms_monthly_biomass_and_treatment_reports_record.aspx?monthly_data_id=4690663
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/fish_farms_monthly_biomass_and_treatment_reports_record.aspx?monthly_data_id=4692804
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/fish_farms_monthly_biomass_and_treatment_reports_record.aspx?monthly_data_id=4690663


The “explosive” feed barge sank at the inner Loch Portree (Torvaig) salmon farm – as detailed 

by this map disclosed by SEPA via SEPA on 4 November 2022: 

 
 

“Scottish salmon is dead in the water,” said Don Staniford, Director of $camon $cotland.  

“Bakkafrost is a danger to public health and should carry a hazardous warning label.  Investors 

including the Norwegian Government (the largest shareholder in Bakkafrost) are haemorrhaging 

money as Bakkafrost Scotland lurches from one crisis to another.  After this unmitigated disaster 

is over, Bakkafrost will struggle to salvage even a shred of their reputation in Scotland.  It 

beggars belief that Bakkafrost shunned an ‘extremely expensive’ salvage operation and 

continued to farm salmon at Portree for over six months whilst toxic gases were building up 

underneath the cages to ‘explosive’ levels.  Did the Food Standards Agency test the farmed 

salmon for contaminants?  However you slice it, Scottish salmon is cheap, nasty and leaves a bad 

taste in the mouth.”  

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/email-3_salmon-feeder-barge-gas-purging_attachment.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/email-3_salmon-feeder-barge-gas-purging_attachment.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/foi-disclosure-from-sepa-on-toxic-gases-spewing-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-.html


A letter from the Scottish Government dated 8 November 2022 (received by $camon $cotland 

via email on 11 November 2022) cited ongoing legal action between Bakkafrost Scotland and 

Briggs Marine (the salvage company first hired by Bakkafrost after the barge sinking in 

November 2021 – replaced by Marine Masters in late August 2022) as the reason to refuse some 

information [2]: 

 

 
The Scottish Government’s belated document dump on 11 November 2022 follows a FOI review 

request by $camon $cotland in September which led to a reversal of the Scottish Government’s 

initial non-disclosure.  A letter from the Scottish Government dated 8 November 2022 (received 

via email on 11 November 2022) apologised for the original FOI reply from the Scottish 

Government on 20 September which only gave a brief summary rather than full disclosure of 

documents [2]: 

 

 

 
 

“Serious questions must now be asked of Bakkafrost, the Scottish Government, Highland 

Council and other government agencies for failing to notify the general public of the dangers 

posed by the toxic feed barge,” continued Staniford (who first broke the explosive story in 

August 2022 following a tip-off by a whistleblower).  “If HM Coastguard issued a warning to 

cruise ships coming into Portree harbour to give the salmon farm a ‘wide berth’ then why 

weren’t tourists, kayakers, divers and other boat users warned?  Emails clearly highlight risks 

posed to walkers on the coastal path running alongside the salmon farm and question the safety 

of shipping – including cruise ships visiting Portree.  Yet even when divers discovered the 

explosive nature of the leaking toxic gases in mid-August the public were kept in the dark.  

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-response-202200321470.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/document-dump-by-scottish-government-following-foi-review-floodgates-opened-on-explosive-salmon-barg.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-response-202200321470.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/08/toxic-gasses-spew-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-scotland-off-portree.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/08/toxic-gasses-spew-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-scotland-off-portree.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-response-202200321470.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-response-202200321470.pdf


Bakkafrost has been caught cutting corners in terms of costs and safety and will ultimately pay a 

hefty price for failing to defuse this explosive incident.  That it’s now almost a year since the 

feed barge sank and it’s still causing a headache shows the dangerous incompetence of this toxic 

salmon company – aided and abetted by government agencies that sacrifice public safety for 

reckless economic benefits.” 

 

$camon $cotland today (14 November 2022) wrote to Bakkafrost (known as The Scottish 

Salmon Company until June 2022) asking why the general public, investors and the Norwegian 

stock exchange have not been notified about the ‘emergency’ situation involving “explosive” 

Hydrogen Sulphide toxic gases [4].   

 

$camon $cotland will also be writing to government agencies asking for an explanation and 

investigation into why the general public were not notified of the risks.  Further FOI requests on 

the “explosive” incident have been filed by $camon $cotland with Highland Council, Police 

Scotland, NHS Scotland and Fire Scotland.  A FOI review request has been filed following 

SEPA’s FOI disclosure on 4 November 2022.  

 

 
 

 

Contact: 

 

Don Staniford: 07771 541826 (salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com)  

 

 

https://www.fishfarmingexpert.com/bakkafrost-scotland-the-scottish-salmon-company/sun-sets-on-scottish-salmon-company-name-as-bakkafrost-extends-brand/1378903
https://www.fishfarmingexpert.com/bakkafrost-scotland-the-scottish-salmon-company/sun-sets-on-scottish-salmon-company-name-as-bakkafrost-extends-brand/1378903
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/foi-disclosure-from-sepa-on-toxic-gases-spewing-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-.html
mailto:salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/foi-disclosure-from-sepa-on-toxic-gases-spewing-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/foi-disclosure-from-sepa-on-toxic-gases-spewing-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-.html


Notes to Editors: 

 

[1] Download all the documents disclosed by the Scottish Government via FOI on 11 November 

2022 online here 

 

 
 

 

[2]  FOI correspondence with the Scottish Government: 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-backgrounder-sg-review-reply-11-nov-2022.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-backgrounder-sg-review-reply-11-nov-2022.pdf


 

 
 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-response-202200321470.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-response-202200321470.pdf


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-response-202200321470.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-response-202200321470.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-review-reply-11-nov-2022-response-202200321470.pdf


From: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com> 

Date: Tue, Sep 20, 2022 at 5:18 PM 

Subject: Review re: 202200317900 

To: <directormarinescotland@gov.scot> 

 

Please consider this a formal request for a review of FOI-2022-00317900. 

 

The reasoning behind this FOI review request is simple - the 'reply' did not include any 

documentation (e.g. emails, letters and any other specific information).  It merely alluded to how 

Marine Scotland were "advised" and how MS have "worked"- without providing the requested 

documentation: 

 

 
 

Please therefore provide the source documents and specific information. 

 

Please provide a receipt for this review request. 

 

The next email encloses the FOI request.   

 

Thanks, 

 

Don Staniford 

 

Director, $camon $cotland  

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sg-foi-response-202200317900-1-20-september-2022.pdf




 
 

 

[3]  Correspondence with Briggs Marine: 

 

 
 



From: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com> 

Date: Tue, Nov 8, 2022 at 10:18 AM 

Subject: Re: Update: Salvage of salmon feed barge off Portree? 

To: Briggs Marine <enquiries@briggsmarine.com> 

 

Thanks - did Briggs Marine not have the expertise to deal with "explosive" gases or were 

SSC/Bakkafrost not happy with the work of Briggs Marine? 

 

One of the reports disclosed via FOI by SEPA includes: 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/email-3_salmon-feeder-barge-gas-purging_attachment.pdf  

 

"At August 26 BMC was released of their duties and a different contractor was brought in to 

assist SSC with the gas purging works" 

 

An explanation would be much appreciated. 

 

Thanks, 

 

Don  

 

 
From: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com> 

Date: Tue, Nov 8, 2022 at 8:25 AM 

Subject: Update: Salvage of salmon feed barge off Portree? 

To: <enquiries@briggsmarine.com> 

 

Do you know when the salvage operation of the salmon feed barge off Portree will be 

completed? 

 

A FOI reply from MCA said the salvage was expected to be completed this month (November 

2022): 

 

Toxic Salmon Barge Salvaged This Month Off Portree (as revealed by FOI disclosure by the 

Maritime & Coastguard Agency)  

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/email-3_salmon-feeder-barge-gas-purging_attachment.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/toxic-salmon-barge-salvaged-this-month-off-portree-as-revealed-by-foi-disclosure-by-the-maritime-coa.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/toxic-salmon-barge-salvaged-this-month-off-portree-as-revealed-by-foi-disclosure-by-the-maritime-coa.html


 

There's more details disclosed today by SEPA including the Marine Masters report on gas 

purging:  

 

"Explosive" FOI disclosure from SEPA on Toxic Gases Spewing from The Scottish Salmon 

Company (Bakkafrost) Off Portree!  

 

Tweet via: https://twitter.com/TheGAAIA/status/1589885835687890945 

 

Have the "explosive" Hydrogen Sulphide gases been successfully purged/vented from the sunken 

salmon feed barge? 

 

If you have any updated information it would be much appreciated. 

 

Best fishes, 

 

Don Staniford 

 

Director, $camon $cotland  

 

 

[4] Correspondence with Bakkafrost: 

 

From: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com> 

Date: Tue, Aug 30, 2022 at 12:52 PM 

Subject: Toxic Gasses at Bakkafrost Scotland? 

To: <toda@bakkafrost.com>, <sasi@bakkafrost.com>, <ruw@havsbrun.fo>, 

<reja@bakkafrost.com> 

Cc: <dougie.macleod@scottishsalmon.com> 

 

Can Bakkafrost please comment publicly on the toxic gasses spewing from a sunken feed barge 

off Portree on the Isle of Skye? 

  

Details via: Toxic Gasses Spew From The Scottish Salmon Company (Bakkafrost Scotland) Off 

Portree? 

  

The salvage operation for the sunken feed barge was notified to various agencies earlier this 

month via The Scottish Salmon Company: 

http://whamassoc.org.uk/bundles/app/downloads/62f14a6b8b2b9_SSC_Notice%20to%20Marine

rs_Portree.pdf 

  

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/foi-disclosure-from-sepa-on-toxic-gases-spewing-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/11/foi-disclosure-from-sepa-on-toxic-gases-spewing-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-.html
https://twitter.com/TheGAAIA/status/1589885835687890945
mailto:salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com
mailto:toda@bakkafrost.com
mailto:sasi@bakkafrost.com
mailto:ruw@havsbrun.fo
mailto:reja@bakkafrost.com
mailto:dougie.macleod@scottishsalmon.com
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/08/toxic-gasses-spew-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-scotland-off-portree.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2022/08/toxic-gasses-spew-from-the-scottish-salmon-company-bakkafrost-scotland-off-portree.html
http://whamassoc.org.uk/bundles/app/downloads/62f14a6b8b2b9_SSC_Notice%20to%20Mariners_Portree.pdf
http://whamassoc.org.uk/bundles/app/downloads/62f14a6b8b2b9_SSC_Notice%20to%20Mariners_Portree.pdf


 
  

  

I was just searching Bakkafrost's financial reports: https://www.bakkafrost.com/en/investor-

relations/ 

  

Where is the sunken feed barge incident cited in Bakkafrost quarterly reports?   

  

Grieg Seafood, for example, reported losses due to a sunken feed barge on the Isle of Skye in 

2018 to shareholders and investors: https://www.fishfarmingexpert.com/grieg-grieg-shetland-

salmon/feed-barge-sinking-scuppers-grieg-shetlands-q1-profits/1256638 

  

Surely Bakkafrost has a duty to report such losses to shareholders and stock exchange? 

  

Thanks, 

  

  

Don Staniford 

  

Director, $camon $cotland 

 

https://www.bakkafrost.com/en/investor-relations/
https://www.bakkafrost.com/en/investor-relations/
https://www.fishfarmingexpert.com/grieg-grieg-shetland-salmon/feed-barge-sinking-scuppers-grieg-shetlands-q1-profits/1256638
https://www.fishfarmingexpert.com/grieg-grieg-shetland-salmon/feed-barge-sinking-scuppers-grieg-shetlands-q1-profits/1256638
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/.a/6a016766faffa0970b02a308dd6703200c-pi

